Half time for von der Leyen Commission reveals fossil fuel industry is still in the Driver’s Seat

“Democracy is more than voting in elections every 5 years. It is about having your voice heard and being able to participate in the way society is built.” – These words said by President Von Der Leyen in September 2019
d might sound as if they were meant for European citizens and their needs, but after analysing the Commission’s list of meetings since they took office in December 2019, it’s more than clear that these words were meant for an entirely different audience: fossil fuel companies and their interest representatives.

In a period of 2,5 years, between December 2019 and May 2022, the von der Leyen’s commission engaged in a staggering number of 500 meetings with representatives and lobbyists of oil, gas and coal companies. That’s close to having 1 meeting every working day.

Our analysis provides an overview of the sheer amount of lobby meetings that were held and the results are mind boggling. Even though von der Leyen’s commission has supposedly prioritised fighting climate change in their policy making, they’ve put the culprit in the driving seat. The fossil fuel industry is the biggest contributor to climate change and should be barred from interfering with the development of EU climate and energy policies.

Why does this matter? Lobbying is engrained in the culture of Brussels decision making and asking for ‘expertise’ to industry is an everyday occurrence in the European Commission. Companies’ main purpose is to generate profits for their leadership and shareholders. And therefore, they will naturally oppose measures that might get in the way of those profits. Lobby meetings are a huge factor in corporate capture, whereby a policy issue, agenda or new legislation is influenced in the extreme, often from the beginning and on an ongoing basis, by corporate interests, and should be used sparingly by decision makers.

How effective the fossil fuel industry’s lobbying practices are in the EU is exemplified by the sudden uptake of hydrogen, a type of energy that was hardly thought of and barely part of the energy mix a couple of years ago, but is now heralded as the energy source of the future. With the promise of green hydrogen (produced from renewable energy), billions of euros are invested in infrastructure for an energy source that’s mainly produced from gas or other fossil fuels – playing directly into the hands of the oil and gas majors.

Another shining example of the Commission’s dependency on the fossil fuel industry came right after the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Who did President von der Leyen turn to for advice when the EU sought to reduce its dependency on Russian oil and gas? Exactly, the big European oil and gas companies! The same companies that created the EU’s dependency on Russian fossil fuels in the first place by pumping gas and oil in Russia, working with Russian partners, such as Gazprom and Rosneft, and building new pipelines from Russia to the EU, such as Nordstream2.

The same companies that are raking in the profits whilst feeding Putin’s war machine, are asked to advise von der Leyen on how to break the EU’s dependency on Russian oil and gas. So, is it any wonder that the REPowerEU agenda, the EU’s plan to get off of Russian gas, lists hydrogen,
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3https://www.alter-eu.org/stop-corporate-capture
gas and LNG from other parts of the world, benefitting equally repressive regimes, as solutions?

A stronger example of the hold that fossil fuel companies have over EU policy making is hard to imagine. *Meetings with policymakers are just one of the many tools that the fossil fuel industry uses to hold on to its power*, a powerful tool that they're using nearly every working day.

**Catching up with the fossil fuel industry is almost part of the daily routine**

Between December 2019 and May 2022, the Commissioners and their cabinets had a total of nearly 500 meetings with fossil fuel companies or organisations with fossil fuel members⁴ – that's just shy of one meeting every working day!⁵

**Who are the lobby-friendliest Commissioners?**

The top-scoring members⁶ of von der Leyen’s 27-strong Commission⁷, who managed to arrange nearly a dozen meetings with fossil fuel companies, are:

### #1 Executive Vice-President Timmermans:

The European Green Deal Commissioner and his cabinet **met 65 times** with fossil fuel companies

The **No. 1 fossil fuel company on their agenda was Shell**, with a staggering 19 meetings, followed by coal power giant PGE and natural gas storage operator Fortum, each with 6. Most frequently discussed subjects were the European Green Deal and hydrogen.

We know that there was an enormous amount of lobbying around the European Green Deal⁸. The fact that Timmermans was so open to meet with representatives of fossil fuel giants explains why the outcome of the Green Deal process was so disappointing/lacked a focus on justice and promoted green capitalism.⁹
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⁴Counting meetings with fossil fuel companies on all topics, but only counting meetings on climate/energy issues for meetings with organisations with one or more fossil fuel chodology; company member – see Methodology: [https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BgsIHuD64hrRyw7pl-I Ud9_eHETbVQypt](https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BgsIHuD64hrRyw7pl-I Ud9_eHETbVQypt)

⁵1 meeting every 1.2 working days – see Methodology: [https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BgsIHuD64hrRyw7pl-I Ud9_eHETbVQypt](https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BgsIHuD64hrRyw7pl-I Ud9_eHETbVQypt)

⁶Ranked by number of fossil fuel company meetings – see Methodology: [https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BgsIHuD64hrRyw7pl-I Ud9_eHETbVQypt](https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BgsIHuD64hrRyw7pl-I Ud9_eHETbVQypt)

⁷Together with former Trade Commission Hogan – see Methodology: [https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BgsIHuD64hrRyw7pl-I Ud9_eHETbVQypt](https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BgsIHuD64hrRyw7pl-I Ud9_eHETbVQypt)

⁸https://corporateeurope.org/en/a-grey-deal

Hydrogen: the big winner of this mandate?

One of the main topics all those meetings were about is a topic that, a few years ago, was not on anybody’s mind: hydrogen.¹⁰ Now hydrogen (whatever colour it may be), is part of everyone’s vocabulary and at the forefront of the Commission’s energy transition plans.¹¹

This is the result of a huge lobby campaign led by the fossil fuel industry in Brussels¹² and all over Europe, amassing huge amounts of money in public subsidies and investment in the process.¹³

Overall, it’s billions that have been promised to the fossil fuel industry and that lock us into a fossil fuelled future, instead of the investments in community energy and renewables that we truly need.

If meeting fossil fuel companies directly wasn’t enough, Frans Timmermans and his cabinet were happy to engage in discussions with lobby groups that have one or more fossil fuel company among their members. Since the beginning of the mandate, they had an additional 114 meetings on climate and energy issues with interest representatives that have one or more fossil fuel company members.

Among the most popular were Hydrogen Europe (recently linked to the scandal around the creation of the Hydrogen alliance)¹⁴, the International Association of Oil & Gas Producers and BusinessEurope.

Renewable energy lobbies with fossil fuel members rack-up yet more meetings

There is one particular type of organisation with fossil fuel members that deserves special attention: renewable energy associations that have been infiltrated by the fossil fuel industry. Timmermans and his cabinet, for example, had at least 18 additional meetings on climate/energy issues with renewable energy trade associations that have one or more fossil fuel company members, while Simson and her cabinet had an additional 12. This included EPIA SolarPower Europe, whose members include Eni, Galp and TotalEnergies¹⁵ and WindEurope, whose members include Shell, Exxon, Repsol, Equinor.¹⁶
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¹³https://www.fossilfreepolitics.org/news-resources/hijacking-recovery-hydrogen
¹⁶WindEurope, Meet our members, https://windeurope.org/membership/meet-our-members/
#2 Commissioner Simson:

The Energy Commissioner and her Cabinet had **56 meetings with fossil fuel companies**. The **No. 1 fossil fuel company in her team’s agenda was Shell**, with 8 meetings, followed by gas producer ENEL, with 7, and gas grid operator Enagás, with 5. Most frequently discussed subjects were hydrogen and gas.

Simson and her cabinet had an additional **52 meetings on climate and energy issues with organisations that have one or more fossil fuel company members. Top spots went to Hydrogen Europe, BusinessEurope, and the Roundtable for Europe’s Energy Future.**
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**Ukraine war sees fossil fuel firms ramp up lobbying of Energy Commissioner**

Following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on 24 February 2022, Energy Commissioner Simson and her cabinet met with 9 fossil fuel companies, including 2 meetings with Shell. That’s double the average frequency of fossil fuel company meetings she’s had over the 2.5 years since she’s been in office. At least 5 of these meetings related to Ukraine, fossil fuels from Russia, security of gas supply or energy prices. A further meeting with IOGP focused on the oil and gas lobby’s “ability to help” diversify gas supplies and “diminish” fossil fuel supplies from Russia.

There is a risk that the devastating war in Ukraine could be used as a justification to increase and lock-in fossil fuel consumption from other, sometimes repressive regimes in the world – as opposed to improving Europe’s energy security through domestic, decentralised renewable energy production such as community energy, energy efficiency and savings.

This has already happened with the gas-buying platform set up by the European Commission to diversify gas supply. It was revealed that the CEOs of major oil and gas companies like Shell, BP, Total and ENI, most of them already familiar to Commissioners from previous lobbying, met with President von der Leyen to make sure they would have a say in any step the Commission would take to get away from Russian gas and that those steps wouldn’t hinder their profits. Von der Leyen responded to that by announcing that she would set up an Industry Task Force with these companies to determine which measures are feasible to make the EU independent from Russian oil and gas.

The energy transition Europe so urgently needs – to help prevent climate crisis and to reduce energy dependency on Russia – risks being slowed down and redirected if decision-makers’ ears are bent towards fossil fuel companies with a legal duty to chase profits for their shareholders.
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17 Between 24/02/22 and 04/05/22.
#3 Commissioner Valean:

The Transport Commissioner and her Cabinet had 14 meetings with fossil fuel companies. The No. 1 fossil fuel company in the diary of Commissioner Valean’s team was ExxonMobil, with 3 meetings, followed by TotalEnergies, BP and Neste, each with 2. Most frequently discussed subjects were mobility, Fit for 55 and hydrogen.

Valean and her cabinet had an additional 9 meetings on climate and energy issues with organisations that have one or more fossil fuel company members. **Top spots went to the Independent Fuel Suppliers and FuelsEurope.**

#4 Commissioner Breton:

The Internal Market Commissioner and his Cabinet had 13 meetings with fossil fuel companies. The No. 1 fossil fuel company claiming tete-a-tetes was ENEL, with 3 meetings, followed by Engie, Eni and Neste, each with 2. Most frequently discussed subjects were Covid-19 and hydrogen.

Breton and his cabinet had an additional 13 meetings on climate and energy issues with organisations that have one or more fossil fuel company members. **Top spots went to FuelsEurope and the European Chemical Industry Council - CEFIC.**
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**Meetings not the only channel of influence: Commissioner Borrell and his Eni advisor**

Meetings are not the fossil fuel industry’s only channel of influence. Conflicts of interests in general and revolving doors in particular are a very important way for industry to infiltrate decision making. That is why it’s important to look beyond just lobby meetings.

The European High Commissioner for External Affairs Josep Borrell, for example, may have scored low on the fossil fuel meetings front, but he still chose a close collaborator of a fossil fuel giant to become one of his key advisers on foreign affairs issues. In early 2020, despite the flagrant conflict of interest, Borrell appointed Natalie Tocci – who sits on the board of directors of Italian oil and gas company Eni – as a special adviser. It was only after months of campaigning that Tocci’s appointment was revoked. The fact that it occurred in the first place, however, shows just how badly we need Fossil Free Politics.
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19https://uploads.sdl.webflow.com/605b60ab53fde0b87d56a333/61764f45a4af89971c40bfa5_FFP%20revolving%20doors%20research%20background.pdf
21https://www.fossilfreepolitics.org/
Moving towards Fossil Free Politics

The shocking number and frequency of fossil fuel meetings held by Commissioners and their cabinets — up to one per working day — clearly illustrates the need to cut fossil fuel interests out of politics in order to ensure policymaking that puts people and planet over profits.

There is long and well-documented history of fossil fuel companies and their lobbyists delaying, weakening and sabotaging climate action, and subverting energy policy in their own interests.22 The fact that hydrogen was one of the main topics discussed in the meetings of all four of the most fossil-friendly Commissioners, when it was a non-issue 2 years ago, is a case in point and only showcases how the fossil fuel industry is successfully latching on to hydrogen as a lifeline for fossil gas and its infrastructure.23 The recent initiative of President von der Leyen to set up a platform with big oil and gas majors to advise her on how to diversify EU energy policies is another striking example of the fossil fuel industry being in the driving seat on EU energy policies.24

Recently, even the IPCC spoke out against fossil fuels25 in its last report when it pointed at “the power of incumbent fossil fuel interests to block initiatives towards decarbonization”26 as an obstacle to the urgently needed climate action.

With the threat of catastrophic climate change looming, and Russian aggression once more highlighting the need to transform Europe’s fossil fuel dependent energy systems, a firewall27 between the fossil fuel industry and decision-makers is more urgent than ever.

In order to pave the way for effective green climate-making, we need to cut fossil fuels out of policymaking. If you’d like to know more, visit the Fossil Free Politics28 website.
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22For more information, see Fossil Free Politics, https://www.fossilfreepolitics.org/
27https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/605b60ab53fde0b68d56a333/608130bc4a044c899954001_FFP-Demands.pdf
28https://www.fossilfreepolitics.org/